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Overview 

 

[1] Kevin Yaworski was issued a traffic ticket by a police officer on March 11, 

2015 for speeding in a school zone.  Mr. Yaworski communicated his not guilty 

plea on the evening of May 19, 2015 by leaving it in an overnight drop box.  The 

next day he was mailed a trial date of September 20, 2016.  On September 8, 2016, 

Mr. Yaworski, representing himself, filed a motion in court to have the charges 

stayed for unreasonable delay.  The time between the date of the charge and the 

trial date was 18 months 9 days. The motion was heard on September 20, 2016.  

This is my decision regarding his application for unreasonable delay. 

[2] Mr. Yaworski relies on R. v. Jordan 2016 SCC 27 which was released by the 

Supreme Court of Canada on July 8, 2016.  Jordan changed the analysis that must 

be conducted by a trial judge when faced with an unreasonable delay application.  

It created a presumptive ceiling of 18 months for matters proceeding to trial in 

Provincial Court.  If 18 months is exceeded, prejudice is presumed and the delay is 

presumptively unreasonable.  Mr. Yaworski relies on this decision to say the 
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ceiling has been exceeded, prejudice should be presumed and therefore the delay is 

unreasonable and his offence notice should be stayed.   

[3] The Crown responds that this is a case where the exceptional transitional 

period applies and some specific contextual factors in this case should weigh 

against Mr. Yaworski’s application. 

[4] I will describe and apply the Jordan analysis, and then determine whether a 

lack of prejudice, reliance on the law as it existed before Jordan and the 

seriousness of the charge discharge the Crown’s burden of demonstrating that the 

delay was reasonable in the transitional period following Jordan. 

 

The Jordan Delay Analysis 

 

[5] In Jordan the court was critical of the previous analysis that was required 

pursuant to the criteria established in Askov, [1990] 2 S.C.R. 1199, Morin, [1992] 1 

S.C.R. 771and Godin, [2009] SCC 26.  The Court found that the process itself 

created delay because it required a minute accounting of reasons for delay and 

finger pointing as the Court was required to attribute reasons for delay to the 

Crown, Defence, the system or inherent time requirements.  The Supreme Court 

created a new approach which was meant to simplify the process and alleviate the 

need for the Court to find prejudice and apportion reasons for delay.  The Court 

concluded that the previous analysis and the need to consider prejudice had been so 

flexibly interpreted that it lead to inconsistent, unpredictable results.   

The New Framework 

 

• For trials in Provincial Court, there is a presumptive ceiling of 18 months.  

There is a presumptive ceiling of 30 months if the trial is in the Superior 

Court.  If the time period is exceeded, the delay is presumptively 

unreasonable.  Defence delay is subtracted and does not count towards the 

calculation of the delay time period. 

 

• Once the presumptive ceiling is exceeded, the onus moves to the Crown to 

rebut the presumption of unreasonableness on the basis of exceptional 

circumstances.  These circumstances are ones that are outside of the 
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Crown’s control such as those which are reasonably unforeseen or 

reasonably unavoidable and the Crown cannot reasonably remedy the delay 

resulting from those circumstances once they arise.  There is no closed list of 

what will amount to exceptional circumstances but they will generally fall 

into two categories:  discrete events and particularly complex cases. 

 

• If the delay is below the presumptive ceiling, the onus will be on the defence 

to establish that it took meaningful and sustained steps to move the 

proceeding along and the case took markedly longer than it reasonably 

should have.  Stays below the ceiling will be granted only in clear cases. 

 

• For cases already in the system that exceed the presumptive ceiling, the 

Court recognized that transitional exceptional circumstances may arise.  The 

Crown must satisfy the court that their reliance on the existing state of the 

law justified the delay.  Considerations of the seriousness of the offence and 

prejudice were often decisive factors under the previous regime.  Trial 

judges are directed to consider the circumstances flexibly and contextually 

in the individual case to come to a conclusion on the reasonableness of the 

delay.   

 

• For cases already in the system that fall below the presumptive ceiling, the 

defence must show defence initiative and whether the time the case has 

taken markedly exceeds what was reasonably required.   

 

The Length of the Delay 

[6] The total delay in this case from date of charge to the trial date was 18 

months and 9 days.  There is no overt defence delay which can be subtracted from 

this period.  This is conceded by the Crown.  The delay is above the presumptive 

ceiling. 

[7] The Crown argues that two contextual factors should be considered by the 

Court at this stage of the analysis.  The first contextual factor the Crown points to 

is that Mr. Yaworski waited until the last possible moment to enter his not guilty 

plea.  The second is that months ago, Mr. Yaworski was aware of the delay and did 
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not bring it to the Crown or Court’s attention.  I do not agree that these contextual 

factors are properly considered at this stage of the analysis.  They must be 

considered later when looking at case-specific factors relevant to delay.  I will 

consider the contextual factors in this case when considering how these factors 

may reasonably justify delay in the transitional period. 

[8] In my view, the majority of the Supreme Court of Canada has drawn a 

distinct line when setting the ceiling at 18 months for trials in Provincial Court.  

The period of delay is very important in terms of who carries the onus.  I note that 

in the three cases that I have been referred to which have considered delay in 

traffic matters in Manitoba’s Provincial Court post Jordan – Sokolyk (unreported 

MBPC (Winnipeg) August 22, 2016, Pullan PJ), Lakshman-Janjua unreported 

MBPC (Winnipeg) August 3, 2016, Guy ACJ and Cancilla (unreported MBPC 

(Winnipeg) August 2, 2016, Guy ACJ) , the Crown relied on the fact that the delay 

period in question was under 18 months and therefore the onus shifted to defence 

counsel.  In Lakshman-Janjua, it was a “couple of weeks” under 18 months.   In 

this case, the delay exceeds the presumptive ceiling.  I find that the delay is 

presumptively unreasonable and the onus thus shifts to the Crown to justify the 

length of the delay. 

[9] Mr. Yaworski argued that I should follow R. v. Grant, 2016 MBPC 27 

where my sister Judge Harvie said that in future prosecutions, “it seems reasonable 

to expect that these types of summary proceedings to be completed within four to 

six months of a plea being entered.”  The Crown has appealed that decision.  I was 

advised that the appeal is set to be heard in February 2017.  Mr. Yaworski provided 

me with the Crown’s factum in the Grant appeal.  The Crown in the factum relies 

on R. v. Omarzadah, [2004] O.J. No. 2122, a decision of the Ontario Court of 

Appeal.  In that case, Doherty J.A. on behalf of the Court rejected that shorter 

guidelines should apply to Provincial Offences Act prosecutions.  The Court held 

that the Morin guidelines should apply. 

[10] I accept that the presumptive ceilings set out in Jordan and before that the 

trial guidelines set out in Morin apply to Highway Traffic Act matters.   
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Crown Onus to Rebut the Presumption of Unreasonableness 

[11] Once the 18 month ceiling is breached, the onus shifts to the Crown to 

demonstrate that there were discrete issues or the complexity of the case which 

make the period of delay reasonable.  The Crown concedes that there is no discrete 

circumstance or inordinate complexity that caused delay in this case. 

Transitional Exceptional Circumstances 

[12] The Crown relies most strongly on the fact that this is a transitional period 

and argues the transitional exceptional circumstances should apply in this case – 

given that we are talking about only nine days over the presumptive ceiling. 

[13] In Jordan, the Supreme Court explained: 

This transitional exceptional circumstance will apply when the Crown 

satisfies the court that the time the case has taken is justified based on the 

parties’ reasonable reliance on the law as it previously existed.  This requires a 

contextual assessment, sensitive to the manner in which the previous 

framework was applied, and the fact that the parties’ behaviour cannot be 

judged strictly, against a standard of which they had no notice.  For example, 

prejudice and seriousness of the offence played a decisive role in whether 

delay was unreasonable under the previous framework.  For cases currently in 

the system, these considerations can therefore inform whether the parties’ 

reliance on the previous state of the law was reasonable. (at paragraph 96) 

[14] In relying on the Morin regime which governed when this trial date was set, 

the Crown says 1.) no prejudice would have been found and that was frequently 

decisive, 2.) other cases in Manitoba had accepted up to 18 months delay as 

tolerable in traffic matters and 3.) while not necessarily complex, speeding charges 

are serious, particularly in school zones. 

Should lack of prejudice be inferred from deliberate inaction? 

[15] In relation to the emphasis on a lack of prejudice, the Crown points out two 

contextual circumstances:  1.) Mr. Yaworski’s entering his not guilty plea at the 

last possible moment and 2.) his failure to complain earlier about the delay and the 

late filing of his delay motion. 
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[16] Dealing with the first contextual circumstance:  Mr. Yaworski waited until 

after business hours on May 19, 2015 before dropping his not guilty plea in an 

overnight drop box.  The offence notice indicated he was to respond between May 

5 and 19, 2015.  The Crown speculates that if Mr. Yaworski had responded earlier 

in the time period or even during the day he might have received an earlier trial 

date. 

[17] I do not accept this argument.  Mr. Yaworski explained in his submission 

that he dropped it in the overnight box in order to avoid the lengthy line-ups or 

delay that occur outside the traffic court when individuals charged with traffic 

offences appear to enter their plea.  I note that a long wait to set a trial date in 

December 2014 was referred to by Judge Devine in R. v. Segodnia at paragraph 12 

and seems to confirm Mr. Yaworski’s submission.  I accept that Mr. Yaworski’s 

reason for using the drop box was to avoid delay rather than seek delay.  There is 

no delay that can be ascribed to him for advising the court of his plea on the last 

date of the “between dates” on his offence notice through the overnight drop box. 

[18] The second contextual factor that the Crown has asked me to consider is the 

fact that Mr. Yaworski was alert to the delay issue many months in advance of his 

trial date and yet did not raise it with the Crown or the Court.  The Crown points to 

the affidavit of Ms. Destini Dickson-Hadath which attaches a CBC story, dated 

May 19, 2016 in which Mr. Yaworski is quoted regarding delay in traffic matters.  

Judge Harvie’s decision in R. v. Grant had been released the day before.  In Grant, 

Judge Harvie granted a stay of proceedings for unreasonable delay of 18 months in 

a photo radar speeding case.  The article begins with the following words by the 

reporter:  “Kevin Yaworski has just over four months to go before he gets to fight a 

speeding ticket he got in March 2015.  His court date is set for September.  The 

long delay is just one reason Yaworski believes he’s got a fighting chance of 

getting his speeding ticket off the books.”  A little later in the story, Mr. Yaworski 

is quoted as saying, “My court date was September 20, 2016 which is over [a] 

year, almost a year and a half, and I think that was unreasonable to try and 

remember all the details of what happened.” 

[19] The Crown also points to Mr. Yaworski’s blog, portions of which are 

attached to the Dickson-Hadath affidavit.   In the blog, the Crown points 

particularly to words under the heading, “****Details for challenging Charter 11b 
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(unreasonable delay)****.” This posting is noted as having been updated on July 

8, 2016.  After a description of the documents and information that need to be 

included in an application for relief from unreasonable delay, the following 

sentence appears, “If you file too late they will try to point that out and if you file 

too early, they may try to find an early slot to put your case.” 

[20] As it turns out, the motion record shows that Mr. Yaworski did not file his 

application for unreasonable delay until September 6, 2016, using a form from the 

Provincial Court Practice Directives.  It first appeared in court on September 8, 

2016.  At that time, his motion was adjourned to September 13th so that he could 

serve the motion on Constitutional Law Section of the Department of Justice.  On 

September 13th he appeared before the Court again.  Arrangements were made to 

have his traffic trial re-scheduled to appear before me as the presiding judge (rather 

than the usual traffic court which would be presided over by a Judicial Justice of 

the Peace and would have had many other traffic trials scheduled in it).  Mr. 

Yaworski was directed to file his delay materials by Friday, September 16, 2016.  

The Crown, to their credit, on short notice, was able to provide the Court with a 

written brief, book of authorities and three affidavits. 

[21] On September 20, 2016 I heard argument on the delay motion.  The Crown’s 

witness on the traffic offence notice was present and ready to testify.  When it 

became clear that there would be insufficient time to hear the traffic trial as well, 

the Crown’s witness was released.  Mr. Yaworski waived any delay that would 

accrue between that date and any future trial that might have to be set on this 

matter. 

[22] The Crown argues that the late filing of Mr. Yaworski’s delay application is 

consistent with the information on his blog and shows “calculated inaction” 

(Motion Brief of the Respondent, paragraph 15(2)) or deliberate inaction.  The 

Crown argues that this demonstrates that Mr. Yaworski is using his Charter right 

as a sword and not as a shield – something the Supreme Court of Canada has never 

condoned.  The Crown argues that this inaction, under the previous regime, would 

likely have weighed against a finding of prejudice. 

[23] Mr. Yaworski responds that he did not know that he could complain about 

the trial date.  He was mailed the trial slip and there was no information included in 
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that notice that he could contact the Crown for an earlier date if he was concerned 

about the length of the delay.  After Grant and Segodnia were released, he said he 

was waiting to see what would happen.  He checked the Court’s website but could 

not find any information about the status of those matters.  He said that in the 

middle of August he saw on the Court registry that an appeal had been filed in 

Grant and he then decided he better prepare for his trial date.  He maintained that 

he did not deliberately attempt to delay.   Mr. Yaworski submitted that the 

intention of his blog has always been to inform the public of their Charter rights 

and help the public stand up for their Charter rights. 

[24] Mr. Yaworski took issue with the Crown’s reliance on the sentence on his 

blog that one should not file the Charter motion too early as the Crown might offer 

an earlier date.  Mr. Yaworkski explained that another individual had sent him 

some information on how to file a delay motion and he posted it without reading it 

in detail.  As soon as he received the Crown’s material on the delay motion, he 

removed it from his blog as honesty, integrity and transparency are principles that 

he holds dear and is what he is trying to promote on his blog. 

[25] I am critical of Mr. Yaworski’s failure to file his delay motion in a timely 

manner.  The Provincial Court Practice Directives clearly state that Charter 

applications should be filed at least 30 days in advance of the trial, see Practice 

Directive 6.  Timely filing allows both sides and the Court sufficient time to 

prepare and review the materials before the hearing date.  In this case, Mr. 

Yaworkski was handing me materials during the course of the hearing.  But Mr. 

Yaworski is representing himself.  The practice directives allow for judges to 

abridge the time requirements.  Case law has also reminded trial judges that a 

degree of procedural flexibility should be extended to self represented litigants in 

order to ensure that the merits of an application are considered:  Benson v 

Canadian National Railway 2003 MBCA 110 at paragraphs 10 & 11; DaCosta 

Soares v. Canada 2007 FC 190 at paragraph 22.  This flexibility was also extended 

to Mr. Yaworski when the Crown and Court accepted his submissions and filed 

materials without them being sworn to or attached to an affidavit. 

[26] In terms of the timing of an application for a stay for unreasonable delay the 

Manitoba Court of Appeal has said:  
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Ideally, an Askov application should be made to the trial judge well in advance of 

the scheduled trial.  The early hearing of the application will allow reserve time 

for the decision, if required, and will also allow valuable trial time to be used 

efficiently in the event of a decision in the accused’s favour.  That is precisely 

why the Queen’s Bench Rules require notice of pending Charter applications at 

the first possible opportunity and preferably at the pre-trial conference, prior to 

trial dates being set.  However, the Rules are not rigid and must remain capable of 

dealing with issues as they arise.  (R. v. Loewen 1997 CanLii 4338) 

[27] R. v. Smith, [1989] 2 SCR 1120 is another example where the motion for 

unreasonable delay was brought in the Court of Queen’s Bench four months before 

the preliminary inquiry was scheduled to be heard in Provincial Court. 

[28] The information that was posted on Mr. Yaworski’s blog which is that if you 

bring your unreasonable delay application too early, the Crown might offer you an 

earlier date is actually a misunderstanding of how unreasonable delay applications 

are heard.  If an accused feels their Charter right to trial in a reasonable period of 

time has been infringed that motion should be filed and brought to the Court 

sooner rather than later.  In my view, the Crown will not be able to remedy the 

delay by offering an early date only once a Charter motion is filed. 

 

[29] Mr. Yaworski should have brought his motion for unreasonable delay in a 

more timely way.  But as noted by the Manitoba Court of Appeal in Loewen, 

procedural requirements cannot outweigh constitutional rights.  I have to remember 

that he is representing himself.  While Mr. Yaworski has educated himself more 

than most citizens who receive traffic tickets, this does not mean he can be 

ascribed with the same knowledge and expectations as the Court would have of 

counsel.  I accept Mr. Yaworski’s assertions as ascribed to him in the CBC article 

that he was concerned about delay and intended to raise it at his trial. 

 

[30] Unlike the criminal cases that can be seen in the case law where defence 

counsel have not voiced opposition when trial dates are set and this has been 

considered in the assessment of whether prejudice is inferred or not, in this case, 

Mr. Yaworski had no voice as to what trial date he would be given.  He received 

notice of it through the mail with no indication that if he was concerned about the 
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delay, he could request an earlier date.  I accept Mr. Yaworski’s submission that 

when he received the trial date, he assumed that was all that was available. 

 

[31] The Crown relied on the affidavit evidence of Sari Daien which attests to the 

fact that other persons charged with traffic offences have called to complain of the 

delay and the Crown has then been able to offer earlier dates due to cancellations, 

resolutions and re-scheduling.  This same argument was rejected by Judge Devine 

and Harvie, see Segodnia at paragraph 48.  I too reject it. 

 

[32] The dissenting opinion in Jordan is helpful because it provides an excellent 

review of the previous analytical scheme on delay applications.  At paragraph 189, 

Justice Cromwell explains: 

 

In Smith this Court created a rebuttable inference of waiver if defence consents to 

a future trial date.  This proposition was qualified however, by point that “inaction 

or acquiescence on the part of the accused, short of waiver does not result in a 

forfeiture of an accused’s section 11(b) rights:  Smith at p. 1136.  In Morin, 

Sopinka J. explained that the accused’s consent to a trial date “can give rise to an 

inference of waiver”, but this is not the case “if consent to a date amounts to mere 

acquiescence in the inevitable”: p. 790....I conclude that, when the accused 

consents to a date for trial offered by the court or to an adjournment sought by the 

Crown, that consent, without more, does not amount to waiver. 

 

[33] There is no evidence before me that Mr. Yaworski was ever told that if he 

was concerned about the delay, he could seek an earlier trial date.  As indicated by 

Judge Harvie in Grant, there are examples in the case law where the Crown has 

explicitly advised the accused of a willingness to consider finding earlier dates if 

there is a concern about delay.  I do not have evidence in this case that that is what 

happened.  I accept Mr. Yaworski’s position that he merely accepted what was 

offered.  This is passive acquiescence and not deliberate inaction.  This cannot be 

held against Mr. Yaworski and I do not impute a lack of prejudice to him based on 

passive acquiescence.  

 

[34] I also note that Mr. Yaworski’s failure to complain earlier about the delayed 

trial date is in contrast to the more deliberate type of defence conduct that is 

described in Jordan (at paragraph 63, 64, 193) which could lead a Court to 
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conclude that the defence was never interested in a timely trial:  such as frivolous 

applications and requests or a failure to accept earlier dates. 

 

Was actual prejudice established?   

 

[35] Mr. Yaworski has attested in his affidavit that his memory has been eroded 

due to the passage of time and therefore he is prejudiced.  The Crown pointed out 

in submissions, Mr. Yaworski appears to have a rather detailed recall of what was 

happening when he received the ticket from the police officer.  I accept that there 

is insufficient proof of actual prejudice to Mr. Yaworski’s fair trial interests.  But 

as noted in the dissenting reasons of Jordan, in reviewing the Court’s previous 

decisions, proof of actual prejudice was not a prerequisite to supporting a 

conclusion that the delay in a case was unreasonable: 

 

...it is important to recognize that it is a free-standing right.  As Martin J.A. put it 

in R. v. Beason (1983), 36 C.R. (3d) 73 (Ont. C.A.) at p. 96, cited with approval in 

Morin, at p. 786:  “Trials held within a reasonable period of time have an intrinsic 

value.”  As such, actual impairment of the various interests protected by section 

11(b) “need not be proven by the accused to render the section operative”:  

Conway at p. 1694, per Lamer J.; see also Mills, at p. 926, per Lamer J.  The 

proper approach is to recognize that prejudice underlies the right, while 

recognizing at the same time that actual proven prejudice need not be, indeed, is 

not, relevant to establishing a violation of s. 11(b)”:  Mills at p. 926, per Lamer J. 

(at paragraph 157). 

 

First, I would affirm the statements in previous cases to the effect that actual 

prejudice is not necessary to establish a breach of s. 11(b):  see e.g. Mills at p. 

926, per Lamer J.;  Askov, at p. 1232, per Cory J. (at paragraph 202). 

 

[36] Charter 11(b) is meant to protect not only against the erosion of Mr. 

Yaworski’s memory but the memory of the Crown’s witnesses as well.  I agree that 

lack of prejudice was often a decisive factor before Jordan but lack of prejudice 

cannot make an unreasonable delay reasonable (see Jordan at paragraph 206). 
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Institutional Delay 

[37] The Crown acknowledges that “institutional delay is a reality in Manitoba’s 

traffic court”.  (Motion Brief of the Respondent, at paragraph 41).  The Crown also 

argued that under the Morin analysis, there were numerous cases from Manitoba’s 

Provincial Court that had tolerated up to 18 months of pre-trial delay: 

R. v. Jennings, unreported MBPC (Winnipeg) June 21, 2016, Guy, ACJ – as 

registered owner, speeding in a construction zone, 21 months delay minus six 

months defence delay, minus one month for preparation/internal time 

requirements – 14 months delay found to be reasonable 

 

R. v. Solmundson, unreported MBPC (Winnipeg) May 2, 2016, Heinrichs PJ – as 

registered owner, speeding in a construction zone, photo ticket, 18 ½ months 

delay between charge and trial date found to be reasonable 

 

R. v. Zhang, unreported (Winnipeg) March 11, 2016 Carlson PJ – disobey traffic 

control device, 18 months between date of ticket and trial date, an accused request 

for a new trial date was a significant factor in the case 

 

R. v. Urbanik, unreported (Winnipeg) July 28, 2015, Stewart PJ – 18 month delay, 

Court finds “prejudice has to be of some significance” and delay is reasonable 

 

Post Jordan: 

 

R. v. Cancilla, unreported MBPC (Winnipeg) August 2, 2016, Guy ACJ – 17 

month delay found reasonable  

 

R. v. Lakshman-Janjua, unreported MBPC (Winnipeg) August 3, 2016, Guy ACJ 

– 17 ½ months found to be reasonable 

 

R. v. Sokolyk, unreported MBPC (Winnipeg) August 22, 2016, Pullan PJ – 16 ½ 

months delay minus three months defence delay – 12 ½ or 13 ½ months delay 

found to be reasonable 

[38] It must be remembered that the legal landscape also included Segodnia 

where 19 months of delay was found to be unreasonable and Grant where 18 

months was found to be unreasonable for traffic offences.   
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[39] While these cases are helpful in terms of illustrating how the principles set 

by the Supreme Court have been applied, it is important to remember each case is 

fact specific and delay applications are considered on a case by case basis, Jordan 

at paragraph 144, 158. 

 

[40] It is interesting to note that the offence in Sokolyk was speeding in a school 

zone and occurred on exactly the same date as the offence date on Mr. Yaworski’s 

ticket – March 11, 2015.  The affidavit of Sari Daien says the police usually need 

one month to provide the ticket to the Court and the accused has an approximate 

two month deadline to respond to the offence notice.  That is what Mr. Yaworski 

was given.  In Mr. Sokolyk’s case he was directed to appear one month earlier than 

Mr. Yaworski – between April 7 – April 21, 2015.  Mr. Sokolyk was represented 

by counsel who remanded the matter for disclosure and eventually counsel failed 

to appear.  Mr. Sokolyk was default convicted.  When his counsel noticed the 

error, he secured a new trial which was set for trial on July 27, 2016 – two months 

earlier than the one provided to Mr. Yaworski.  The difference in the path of the 

two offence notices, issued on the same day, highlights how the vast majority of 

the delay in Mr. Yaworski’s case is institutional delay with no involvement on his 

part.  The earlier “between dates” in Sokolyk also demonstrate that a shorter period 

can be accommodated before the matter appears before the Court.  When 

addressing the Supreme Court’s concern about a culture of complacency as 

described in Jordan, it is important to highlight where greater efficiencies might be 

achieved.    

 

[41] In my view, it is important to return to the principles set out in Morin in 

terms of assessing the reasonableness of institutional delay under that system of 

analysis.  Morin set guidelines that 8 – 10 months of institutional delay seemed 

reasonable.  In this case, the delay between the setting of the date and the 

scheduled trial date was 16 months.  Even if one allows a month for preparation as 

part of the inherent time requirements of this simple traffic matter, the institutional 

delay is well in excess of the 8 – 10 month guideline.  It must also be remembered 

that those guidelines occurred in the context of criminal trials which would 

consistently involve significantly more disclosure, complexity and preparation than 

a traffic trial.  While traffic tickets are generally not complex, there is a huge 

volume of them. Even if I accept that the volume of traffic tickets should move the 
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acceptance of reasonable delay towards the upper end of the Morin administrative 

guidelines, the delay in this case is well above those guidelines.   

 

[42] In Jordan the majority observed that “inadequate institutional resources are 

accepted as the norm and give rise to ever-increasing delay.  This culture of delay 

“causes great harm to public confidence in the justice system.” (at paragraph 40)  

In my view, that is what has happened in Winnipeg’s traffic court. 

 

[43] Mr. Yaworski provided me with the 2015 Winnipeg Police Service Photo 

Enforcement Program Annual Report.  This report shows that in the last four years 

there has been a steady increase in the number of photo enforcement tickets that 

have issued from 81,624 in 2012 to 148,336 in 2015.  Mr. Yaworski says the 

steady increase every year shows a predictable pattern.  This is almost a 100 

percent increase in a relatively short period of time.  This may explain the line-ups 

just to enter a plea referenced in the evidence before me and referenced in the 

evidence placed before other trial courts.  The Manitoba cases referenced above 

also demonstrate that these delays have remained quite consistent over the last few 

years.  This is not like the “temporary and extraordinary pressures on counsel or 

the court system” referenced in Jordan (at paragraph 198) that would help the 

Crown justify the institutional delay in this case.   The evidence before the 

Provincial Court in Segodnia, Solmundson and Grant is that traffic cases at the end 

of 2014 to February 2015 were being “internally remanded” for a few months in 

order to provide trial dates.  The trial date would then be over one year away.  This 

demonstrates that long delays have been a problem in Winnipeg’s traffic court for 

some time. 

 

[44] The Crown relies on the affidavit of Carolyn Reimer to demonstrate that it 

has taken steps to alleviate the delay in Winnipeg’s traffic court.  The 4A Pilot 

Project implemented on February 8, 2016 connects those who attend the Summary 

Conviction Court with a traffic ticket with two Crown Attorneys.  “The premise of 

the 4A Project is to provide meaningful information to members of the public to 

allow them to make an informed decision regarding their HTA matter(s).”  

(Carolyn Reimer affidavit at paragraph 8).  Ms. Reimer attests to this early 

intervention as showing promise in reducing the matters that are set for trial and 

court time is used more efficiently.   
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[45] Her affidavit also refers to a “Calling Program” implemented at the same 

time as the 4A Project.  Court staff call people who have mailed in a not guilty plea 

and explain the options available to meet with a Crown Attorney about the charges. 

 

[46] During the course of submissions, I asked the Crown what impact these 

programs are having in the delay between the plea and the setting of the trial.  The 

Crown advised that his information was that it had reduced the time to trial delay.  

It would have been preferable for the court to have evidence of this impact.   

[47] These programs are laudable and demonstrate recognition that the delays in 

traffic court are unacceptable.  Again referring to the dissenting judgement in 

Jordan, relying on its earlier cases,   

...institutional delay is largely the result of government choices about how to 

allocate resources.  Accordingly, the courts “cannot simply accede to the 

government’s allocation of resources and tailor the period of permissible delay 

accordingly.”:  Morin, at p. 795. 

[48] The Crown emphasized the direction from the Supreme Court in Jordan 

that: 

Parliament, the legislatures, and Crown counsel need time to respond to this 

decision, and stays of proceedings cannot be granted en masse simply because the 

problems with institutional delay currently exist.  As we have said, the 

administration of justice cannot countenance a recurrence of Askov.  This 

transitional exceptional circumstance recognizes that change takes time, and 

institutional delay – even if it is significant – will not automatically result in a stay 

of proceedings.  (paragraph 97) 

[49] If the information from the Crown is accurate, than the 4A Pilot Project and 

the Calling Program have created efficiencies that will ensure, going forward, that 

time to trial in traffic matters will be shortened.  This will ensure that there will not 

be hundreds of traffic offence notices stayed for unreasonable delay. 

[50] I have concluded that even under the Morin framework, the length of the 

institutional delay in this case was well in excess of the guidelines and the 
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institutional delay in the case, even under the caselaw relied on by the Crown was 

unreasonable.  

Disclosure and Prejudice 

[51] Mr. Yaworksi was not provided the disclosure until after he filed his 

unreasonable delay motion on September 8, 2016.  He was provided disclosure on 

September 12, 2016.  Disclosure in a traffic matter is not voluminous.  In this case 

it amounted to the offence notice, one page of officer’s notes and a not to scale 

map of the school zone. The particulars, unlike a criminal case, would have been 

completed at the time or shortly after the ticket was written.  Ms. Daien addressed 

the court and said ordinarily disclosure would be provided at the time that the 

accused is mailed his traffic notice but for some reason this did not happen.  Mr. 

Yaworski points to the fact that there was late disclosure in Segodnia and Grant.  

And I also noted that Solmundson was a case with late disclosure.  Mr. Yaworski 

suggested this was a trend and is very concerning.  It is clear that R. v. 

Stinchcombe, [1991] 3 SCR 326 obligates the Crown to provide disclosure in 

advance of a plea and to advise a self-represented litigant that they are entitled to 

disclosure.  Normally the remedy for a failure to disclose is an adjournment. 

[52] In this case, I am satisfied based on the submission of Mr. Yaworski that 

despite the late disclosure he would have been prepared to proceed to trial.  His 

September blog posting contains a scanned copy of the disclosure notes related to 

his offence notice and is accompanied by his responses to that disclosure.  Mr. 

Yaworski argued that the map was “canned” evidence and should not be used 

against him.  He cited R. v. Law 2013 ONCJ 533 to support this argument.  R. v. 

Law does not stand for that proposition.  The case actually holds that if an officer 

uses a template to include information that would consistently apply, but adds in 

case-specific notes, there is nothing objectionable about such a practice.  Mr. 

Yaworski’s argument about the disclosure and his submissions about where he was 

stopped lead me to conclude that the late disclosure would not have impacted the 

trial proceeding. 

[53] While it did not have an impact in terms of delay, it is disappointing that the 

Crown failed to provide timely disclosure. 
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Seriousness of the Charge 

[54] The Crown argues that while speeding charges are regulatory and do not 

carry the same stigma as criminal charges, public safety is the primary goal of 

these offences and speeding is serious.  This is particularly so in the area of school 

zones where the protection of school children is the focus of the regulation. 

[55] Mr. Yaworski disputes that reduced speed zones in school areas are about 

safety.  He referred me to an Edmonton engineer’s report that suggested that 

greater safety gains are made by flashing signs in school zones.  He argued that 

reduced speed zones are in fact a speed trap meant only to generate revenue and 

they lull the public into a false sense of security. 

[56] I do not accept Mr. Yawoski’s argument.  I agree that speeding offences are 

serious and pose significant risk to fellow road users.  I accept the Manitoba Public 

Insurance brochure entitled, “Put the brakes on speeding” attached by the Crown to 

their book of materials as giving a factual depiction of the increased risk to life and 

limb that speeding poses.  This should weigh in favour of justifying the delay in 

this case. 

[57] However, Jordan and R. v. Vandermeulen 2015 MBCA 84, leave to appeal 

to SCC dismissed 2016 CanLII 53916 (SCC), are examples of decisions where 

even though the charges were very serious, cocaine trafficking in one and sexual 

assault in the other, the seriousness of the offence was not sufficient to outweigh 

the lengthy delays in prosecuting the offences. 

[58] When the institutional delay on a relatively serious but very straightforward 

traffic ticket is almost double the administrative guidelines set out in Morin, there 

is no conduct on the part of the accused which contributed to the delay, the 

seriousness of the charge cannot eviscerate the Charter right to have your trial in a 

reasonable period of time. 

[59] When I consider and balance the Morin framework in this case, I am not 

satisfied that the delay in this case is justified or reasonable based on that 

framework.  Therefore the Crown has not satisfied me that their reliance on the 

law, prior to Jordan, justifies the delay in this case. 
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Conclusion 

[60] In summary, the Jordan presumptive ceiling of 18 months for a trial in 

provincial court has been exceeded in this case.  The delay is presumed to be 

unreasonable.  The Crown does not seek to justify the delay based on discreet 

events or based on the complexity of the case.  This case occurred in the 

transitional period and so reliance on the Morin analysis could help justify the 

delay, applying Jordan “flexibly and contextually with due sensitivity to the 

parties’ reliance on the previous state of the law” (paragraph 105).  However, as I 

have explained, even applying that framework the institutional delay in this case is 

excessive, when balanced with a lack of serious prejudice and a relatively serious 

speeding offence. Like the Supreme Court in Williamson 2016 SCC 28, I have 

concluded that “not even the absence of significant prejudice to [Mr. Yaworski’s] 

Charter-protected interests can stretch the bounds of reasonableness this far.” (at 

paragraph 30).  I have concluded that the contextual factors argued by the Crown 

do not help justify the delay in the case. I am entering a judicial stay of 

proceedings based on the unreasonable length of time between the date of the 

charge and the trial date. 

 

       “Original signed by” 

       

ANNE KRAHN, A.C.P.J. 


